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The use of fuzzy systems for forecasting the hardenability of steel

The goal of the research carried out was to develop the fuzzy systems, allowing the determination of the Jominy
hardenability curve based on the chemical composition of structural steels for quenching and tempering. Fuzzy system was
created to calculate hardness of the steel, based on the alloying elements concentrations, and to forecast the hardenability
curves. This was done based on information from the PN-EN 10083-3: 2008. Examples of hardenability curves calculated for
exemplar steels were presented. Results of the research confirmed that fuzzy systems are a useful tool in evaluation the effect
of alloying elements on the properties of materials compared to conventional methods. It has been demonstrated the practical
usefulness of the developed models which allows forecasting the steels’ Jominy hardenability curve.
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1. Introduction
Steel products are and will be - in the foreseeable term necessary for the development of the basic spheres of modern
society, ie traditional sectors, such as: design and construction,
transport, energy (including renewable energy), machinery
and devices.
Engineering industry in many EU countries is strongly
associated with the global market. Pricing pressures,
technological advances and increased activity of companies
from Asian countries necessitate flexibility and the need to
adapt to the expectations of the client, providing the expected
high quality product at a competitive price.
In recent decades, the European steel industry maintained
a competitive advantage over other producers by improving
efficiency, innovative products and significantly increase
productivity. The development of new cost-effective
technology must go hand in hand with the improvement of the
competitiveness of European steel companies in relation to their
global competitors. Reduce the consumption of energy and raw
materials in the production will lead to lower costs, making the
European steel industry more competitive.
Long-term studies concerning the implementation of
the production and placing on the market of new products
in the period up to year 2030 should focus on completely
innovative solutions, leading to a new quality in comparison
to currently available. In particular, research should be
directed to:
1. Obtaining a high level of performance, with a minimum
of alloying elements [1-4],
2. Reduction of the specific density of the steel product or
a composite containing steel [5-6],
3. Increased resistance to degrading environments [7-11],

Analysis of the current market situation in the EU shows the
following prospects structural steel and machine:
1.
2.

3.

Developing the knowledge base of the current state and
projected growth of the markets in which they are or may
be supplied goods produced by domestic steel industry.
Weather assortment structure and size of the steel market,
taking into account the one hand, the possibility of the
introduction of new steel products, on the other hand,
the competitiveness of other construction materials, it is
necessary to determine the program of development of
products and technologies for their production.
Development of new steel products and steel grades with
the prospect of the implementation of the 2030

Product development is one of the most important ways
to increase the competitiveness and attractiveness of steel as
compared to other engineering materials. New steel products
should be offered to users along with customized properties of
these technologies, forming, cutting and machining and joining
[12-17]. Product development involves the modification of
production technology and therefore research on the design of
steel products with new or improved properties include also - to
varying degrees depending on the individual case - improving
or modifying the technology of steel billets and steel products
and processing technology to adapt to the new properties of
the products [18-28]. If new properties of steel or steel with the
participation of technologies affect their formation , machining
or welding, a new assortment of products should be offered to
users along with the modified technology of processing.
The goal of paper is presents the potential of the advanced
computational methods, the fuzzy systems in this case, for
determination of the Jominy hardenability curve based on the
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chemical composition of structural steels for quenching and
tempering. Fuzzy system was developed to calculate hardness
of the steel, based on the alloying elements concentrations, and
to forecast the Jominy hardenability curves.
2. Structural steels for quenching and tempering
Steels for quenching and tempering are designed to
produce machine parts quenched and tempered - hardened
(induction, flame), which are under high mechanical loads
during exploitation. These are for example shafts, gears, bolts
and rods. Hardened steels have increased Rm (tensile strength)
in the range from 600 to 1100 MPa.
Alloying elements allow to obtain high mechanical
properties of parts with large cross sections trough increasing
the hardenability. Medium or high hardenability is expressed
by critical diameter characterizing this group of steels and
amount 30 to 80 mm.
Most steels for quenching and tempering are low-alloy
steels with a total concentration of alloying elements not more
than 3%. There are also medium-alloy steels (3-5% alloying
elements) and a small number of steels having a concentration
of elements above 5%.
In the cheapest steels manganese is used to increase
hardenability. However, it conduces growth of austenite grains
during hardening. Manganese can be partially replaced by
silicon which is conductive to fine-grained austenite. Manganese
steels are used for shafts, axles, screws, and silicon-manganese
steels for the parts to be abraded. Chromium steels are used for
high-loaded shafts, axles, connecting rods and other machine
parts with small cross sections, and steels with the addition of
molybdenum for machine parts with large cross sections.
Steels for quenching and tempering are hardened from
820 – 900°C temperatures. High tempering is carried out at
540 – 680°C, and in the case of steel with boron microalloying
at 400 – 600°C. The concentration of carbon and carbideforming elements determine the tempering temperature. The
higher concentration of these elements, the higher tempering
temperature.
These steels are hardened to ensure needed properties,
therefore is required to determine their hardenability. The
most commonly used method is Jominy test (Fig. 1) in which
heated steel bar is quenched from one end with jet of water.
After cooling, the hardness is measured at intervals taken
from the quenched end. Hardenability curve shows the results
of the test. It is a graph of hardness versus distance from the
quenched end.

Fig. 1. Scheme of the Jominy Testing Device (1 – water tank, 2 –
tub, 3 – valve, 4 – water nozzle, 5 – aperture, 6 – sample holder, 7
– sample)

Fig. 2. Scheme of the fuzzy system

Due to the differences in the allowable concentration of
alloying elements hardenability test results obtained for the
same kind of steel differ from each other. The area between
the minimum and maximum values for the one kind of steel is
called hardenability band.
3. Fuzzy systems
Fuzzy systems are based on fuzzy logic and allow
a description of reality with its inaccuracy and ambiguity.
Fuzzy systems at the input can accept both: numerical data
and linguistic values. The inputs of the system, depending on
their type, can be fuzzed and reach a conclusion based on rules.
The result is sharpened and given on the output of the system.
In other words, the input values (facts) are converted by the
system in the outputs based on the rules.
Fuzzy systems (Fig. 2.) are composed of several parts
called blocks: fuzzyfication (blurring) block, defuzzyfication
(sharpening) block, rule base (also called a knowledge base)
and inference machine (also known as the inference engine).
At the input of the system are given some values which may be
either numerical or linguistic. For the fuzzy system numerical
values must be blurred, while the linguistic values which are
put to the system as fuzzy sets can skip this step [29,30]. The
rule base in each fuzzy system is made in the of Eq. (1) of
conditional if-then rules:

(1)
Inference machine, based on the theory of fuzzy sets and
fuzzy inference. This block performs the purpose of creating
systems, i.e. converts the given input values to the output
values with using the rule base [29,30].
Historically, the first fuzzy system was system created by
E.H. Mamdani and S. Assilan, which was in 1975 practically
applied. It based on the Zadeh’s work and was relatively
simple and clear, whereby quickly gained popularity. The
described problem is treated as a black box, in which there
is no information about the modelled phenomenon. Authors
applied on their system operation minimum for modelling
the connective “and” in the condition and the conjunctive
interpretation of the rules. For the results aggregation from
inference is used the maximum operation, and numeric input
are treated as fuzzy singletons. Knowledge base for MamdaniAssilan system (in short MA) is obtained from a human-expert.
Rules contained therein define single fuzzy points forming
together a graph [29,30].
Another fuzzy system is system proposed by Takagi,
Sugeno and Kang, in which there are a functional dependences
in conclusions. It is suitable to describe the laws of physics,
for example for air resistance, which phenomenon is so
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complicated that it is difficult to analytical description. For
this phenomenon there are only empirical laws describing
the dependence of air resistance on velocity (different law for
different velocity) - rules of the TSK system (short for TakagiSugeno-Kang) model them well. Canonical form Eq. (2) of the
rules in this system is as follows:

(2)
where:
– input singleton,
– function in conclusion of rule
,
– fuzzy sets being linguistic values which
belong to
,
.
Function in conclusions may depending on the
implementation of the system, but most often is used a first
degree polynomial. Due to the linear function, obtain firstorder TSK fuzzy system, also sometimes called Sugeno, which
is used mainly to problems with fuzzy singletons inputs. TSK
fuzzy system is more difficult to understand than the MA
system because of computational complexity. However, this
system is very well suitable to the description of regulators
and complicated processes. TSK system allows for the
implementation of expert knowledge for the distribution of
inputs and outputs. Fig. 3 presents diagram of the TSK fuzzy
system [29,30].

Fig. 3. Scheme of exemplary TSK fuzzy system

Another concept of fuzzy system also presented J. Łęski
and E. Czogała [31,32], so-called fuzzy system with moving
consequents in if-then rules. It is called so because the position
of the sets in conclusions is a function of the input singletons.

When the input are fuzzy sets - which aren’t a single value,
the position of sets in conclusions may depend on inputs
parameters such centre of mass or height.
The disadvantage of this system is difficulties with
obtaining the rule base with the proper conclusions from the
human expert, but it can be automatically extracted from
numerical data. Fuzzy system with parametric conclusions can
be understood as a council of experts. Each expert (one rule)
gives his answer for a given input, than the common response
is a weighted average of all responses [29].
4. Numerical studies
In the process of designing construction engineer must
consider many externals that interact at the same time on the
item. Therefore, it is necessary to reconcile all the criteria so
that the produced constructions perform its role properly. The
possibility of the steel production with specific mechanical
properties makes it not difficult to manage these criteria one of the mechanical properties under consideration is the
hardness of steel, which is affected by the alloying elements.
The aim was to create a fuzzy system which will be allow
the calculation of the hardness of the steel based on a given
chemical composition and the distance from the quenched
end, as well as to predict the hardenability curves which are
the chart of hardness versus the distance from the hardened
surface. Steels for quenching and tempering from PN-EN
10083-3:2008 used to create a system. From this norm used the
upper and lower limits of the band hardenability and distance
in mm from the quanched-end.
Prepared database which was used to prepare the fuzzy
system contains the following elements: C (carbon), Cr
(chromium), Ni (nickel), Si (silicon), Mn (manganese), Mo
(molybdenum), V (vanadium) and B (boron), and the distance
(in mm) from the quenched end. Output variable is hardness of
the steel expressed in HRC. Limit values of input and output
variables are shown in table 1.
Prepared database which was used to prepare the fuzzy
system contains the following elements: C (carbon), Cr
(chromium), Ni (nickel), Si (silicon), Mn (manganese), Mo
(molybdenum), V (vanadium) and B (boron), and the distance
(in mm) from the quenched end. Output variable is hardness of
the steel expressed in HRC. Limit values of input and output
variables are shown in table 1.
From the data available in the database were selected
30 random values, which were the test set for verifying the
operation of the developed systems for the input values
(chemical composition).These data weren’t used for developed
the systems.
From the available systems to research was used TakagiSugeno-Kang fuzzy system, which is well suitable to describe
the phenomena difficult to determine analytically, for which
TABLE 1

Limit values of variables

Minimum
Maximum

C, %

Cr,%

Ni, %

Si, %

Mn, %

Mo,%

V, %

B, %

0.17
0.55

0
2.2

0
2.2

0.13
0.4

0.3
1.7

0
0.5

0
0.25

0
0.005

Distance from
quenched end, mm
1.5
25
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there is only empirical laws. This is due to the functional
dependencies in the conclusions of if-then rules of the TSK
system.
Taken into account was also the Mamdani-Assilan system
because of ease understanding by less mathematical complexity
than the system TSK. However, this system manage worse
with the empirical data, because it is focused on the acquisition
of knowledge from human-expert. The problem, which is
the subject of this paper is too complicated to be able to be
effectively described by the MA system.
As well as TSK system to describe phenomena
known only empirical laws, suitable is fuzzy system with
moving consequents in if-then rules. However, this system
is equivalent of TSK when in the fuzzy if-then rules are
singletons – which is in this paper. Parametric conclusions
also complicate the system and increases the difficulty of its
implementation.
The fuzzy system was created using MATLAB®
Mathworks ™ version R2014a. It was used also an additive
Fuzzy Logic Toolbox, which allows in MATLAB fuzzy logic
and provides the functions associated with fuzzy systems.
Fuzzy system was created using function genfis2, which
generates the FIS (Fuzzy Inference System) Sugeno type.
FIS is a structure which is inferring fuzzy system MISO type
(multiple input, single output). The number of if-then rules
with the conclusions contain polynomial functions can be
determined in advance or automatically calculated (adjusted
for the amount of data), and is equal to the number of clusters
(groups of objects with a common centre, separated from the
whole), on which were divided the data base.
Automatic selection of the number of clusters was made
by subclust function which is a fast, one-pass algorithm for
estimating the number of clusters and the cluster centres in
a set of data (element of Matlab Fuzzy Logic ToolBox).
Subtractive clustering method select from the measurement
points a some amount of potential clusters, for which is
calculated a measure of density - the highest value determines
the first cluster centre. Then the measure of density is
calculated again for all points: if the point is closer to the
first calculated cluster centre than it have a lower measure
of density. The next cluster centre is again a point with
the highest value. Iterations are repeated until all data are
assigned to clusters.
Subclust function allows to define the range of the impact
of the cluster centre in each dimension, what affects their size.
It also allows to determine factors that affect possibility to be
the point the new centre.
FIS created in this way contains if-then rules, each of
which describe a single cluster. For modelling of the process
of inference in MATLAB, can be used the following methods:
• the conjunction “and” can be modelled by min method,
which “cut” the output fuzzy set or by prod method,
which scales the output (flatten),
• operator “or” can be modeled by max method, which
takes into account the highest value or by method probor
(probabilistic OR, also known as the algebraic sum),
• to the implication is used min or prod method (standard
Matlab Function),
• the aggregation of all the rules responses can be done by
max, probor or sum (the sum of the outputs of each rule)

•

to the deffuzzification can be used 5 methods: centroid,
bisector, middle of maximum, largest of maximum
and smallest of maximum, wtaver (weight average)
and wtsum (weight sum), of which the most popular is
centroid - defining the centre of gravity under the curve
after the aggregation, for the MA system and wtaver for
TSK system.

The created FIS can be edited by entering appropriate
commands or by using the graphical FIS Editor. This editor
allows to edit the fuzzy rules, the add and remove the input
and output variables, edit the membership function, and also
displays the response of the system with the given values in the
form of the level of rules activation or graph.
During creating the model assumes some simplifications.
For low hardness values assume the minimum values of
elements concentrations, and for the high HRC values assume
their highest percentages – what result from the fact that each
of these elements increases the hardness of the steel with the
increase its concentration. The same was for the calculated
average values of hardness.
For each mathematical model which is based on the
numerical data base (eg. artificial neural networks), its scope
should be limited to the input data, on which it was created.
Similarly, in the case of this fuzzy system, the scope of which
equals to the limit of elements concentration and to the distance
from quenched end.
5. Results
In the study, was analysed many combinations of
parameters (eg. the size of the cluster, the range of impact
of the cluster centre), which allowed to the creation of many
fuzzy systems with the varying quality. They allow to obtain
a response with different accuracy and everyone else manage
with the calculation of hardenability curve. From among of
created systems were selected four, for which statistics are
shown in table 2.
As can be see systems have a different number of rules
(24 to 48), what affect the quality of the fuzzy system, for
example on the responses given by the program. The input
value of each variable belongs to these membership functions
(example in Fig. 4) to some extent (0 to 1), activating each of
them. Each membership function is also taken into account
in the premises of rules, based on which reach a conclusions
by applying the appropriate operator for all inputs. In the case
of this system the operator was a “and” conjunction, which
uses the max method. The resulting value is inserted into
the previously created polynomial functions, which are the
conclusions of if-then rules. Then the calculated values are
sharpened by wtaver method, which is a weighted average of
all responses of each rule.
The calculated hardness of steel for the given elements
concentrations and the distance from quenched end can be
known for few ways. One of them is to enter an appropriate
command in the program. Also the respond of the created
fuzzy system can be viewed as a diagram, which shows the
activation level of each membership functions in rules for all
inputs and the functions values of the conclusions.
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Very useful feature is the possibility to shown the
hardenability curve. This dependence hardness versus distance
from quenched end allows prediction of this property for
a given kind of steel with predetermined concentrations of
elements. Examples of such use of fuzzy system are shown
in Fig. 5 – 8, the kind of steel with elements concentrations is
given in table 3.

Fig. 6. The hardenability curve of steel 38Cr2

Fig. 4. The membership function of Si variable
Fig, 7. The hardenability curve of steel 30CrNiMo8

Fig. 5. The hardenability curve of steel 41Cr4

Fig. 8. The hardenability curve of steel 50CrMo4

TABLE 2

The statistics of selected fuzzy systems
System 1

System 2

System 3

System 4

Number of rules

27

48

33

24

Mean absolute error, HRC

1.53

1.19

1.33

1.47

Correlation coefficient

0.98

0.99

0.99

0.98

Standard deviation, HRC

1.38

1.27

1.35

1.40

Maximum absolute error, HRC

9.42

8.39

7.76

8.16
TABLE 3

The chemical compositions of steels with hardenability curves shown in figures 5 – 8
Steel grade

Cr, %

Si, %

Mn, %

Mo, %

Ni, %

V, %

B, %

C, %

41Cr4

1.04

0.34

0.72

0.04

0.13

0

0

0.42

38Cr2

0.3

0.4

0.7

0

0

0

0

0.39

30CrNiMo8

2

0.4

0.45

0.4

2

0

0

0.3

50CrMo4

0.9

0.4

0.5

0.15

0

0

0

0.46
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6. Conclusions
The research on the development of fuzzy system with
different parameters and their analysis allowed to formulate
the following conclusions:
• The bigger number of rules in fuzzy system doesn’t always
increase the its accuracy, but can lead to overfitting the
system, which isn’t able to give acceptable answers for
the test data.
• The size and shape of clusters have the impact on the
quality of fuzzy rules, based on which reach to inference.
Rule base describes these clusters.
• In the individual cases the results differed significantly
from the experimental data, but this occurred only
for minimal and maximal examples that were model
boundary. It is normal for this type of mathematical
models.
• Much better than Mamdani-Assilan in the task, which
was the subject of this paper, was the TSK fuzzy system.
Due to the functional dependence in the conclusions of
fuzzy rules, TSK system better handle with cases which
cannot be described by the specific physical laws but
empirical only.
• The fuzzy system deal very well with data on which it
was created - in cases outside the scope of the model
results were very different.
• The fuzzy systems are a good tool to approximate
inference what is possible because of previously created
if-then rules, which describe the phenomenon that is
otherwise hard to describe.
• This computer tool, which was used in materials science
for structural steels for quenching and tempering,
could be successfully used for other materials and their
properties. Fuzzy systems could be used also in other
fields of science.
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